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Larry Chiang, President and CEO Duck9.com

YouTube VIDEO

I'll shoot you w/a nerf gun if you don't manage your credit.

11:11 is my goal of getting duck9 consumers lots of 1s.

24 1's in a row equals a 750 FICO.
 
A "one" is an on-time payment in credit reporting code.
 
A '9'=charged off bad-debt. You wanna duck 9s.
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Duck9 =  Deep Underground Credit Knowledge (Duck 9's on your credit report. 9's are charge-offs) 
"Making sure college credit virgins get deflowered right since 2004"

[image: ]"Larry Chiang is an expert at the dark art of FICO score preparation"
from Paul Thompson, Founder Scottish American Capital

Harvard Business School '09



[image: ]"Who needs Stanford Business School when you have Larry Chiang"
from David Rohrsheim, Draper Fisher Jurvetson



Get Started:
Subscribe via Email | Register | Get a $45 Rebate | Buy Now
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Subscribe NOW
Enter your email address:


 

Text Message our CEO:650-283-8008
or on twitter


Free ResourcesClick Here to learn more



In The Media

	
		

			
								
					You 404’d it. Gnarly, dude.

				

				
Surfin’ ain’t easy, and right now, you’re lost at sea. But don’t worry; simply pick an option from the list below, and you’ll be back out riding the waves of the Internet in no time.

	Hit the “back” button on your browser. It’s perfect for situations like this!
	Head on over to the home page.
	Punt.
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Get a $45 Rebate



		
				
Larry Chiang
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				 sign up for the  Newsletter
subscribe to the  RSS Feed
follow Larry on  Twitter

		
	About Duck9
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Duck9 is a credit score prep program that is like a Kaplan or Princeton Review test preparation service. We don't teach beating the SAT, but we do get you to a higher credit FICO score using secret methods that have gotten us on TV, Congress and newspaper articles. Say hi or check out some of our free resources before you pay for a thing. You can also text the CEO:
650-283-8008
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